


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chronic individual differences in sensitivity to and response to unfair treatment 
highlight useful individual difference in the likelihood of cautiously avoiding situations in 






















attaining important goals, and in the likelihood of focusing on attaining important goals in 
spite of unfair treatment. However, individual difference approaches do not take into 
account the importance of immediate social context in channeling responses (e.g., Carver & 
Sheier, 1998; Higgins, 1998).  Inhibition and activation self-regulatory system models 
(Gray, 1990) postulate a preattentive system that automatically screens the environment for 
threatening stimuli (Ohman, 1993). Prevention focus is cued when safety and security 
needs are made salient; promotion focus is cued when goal pursuit seems possible 
(Higgins, 1998). In his elaboration on this work, Larsen (2004) describes contextually-
primed differences in self-regulatory strategy, proposing that environmental cues set the 
course of ensuing information processing.  Within this model, detecting threatening 
information tunes attention, perception, judgment, and memory toward outcomes relevant 
to threat.  
Detecting a threat means that all is not well; one better proceed with care until 
assured that the threat is not serious.  The automatic vigilance system accomplishes this by 
directing cognitive resources toward potentially threatening information (Larsen, 2004). 
Thus, threat does not freeze all action but rather redirects focus (and action) to harm 
reduction, with focus redeployed toward the initial goal only once the threat is resolved. 
We propose that situations that look dangerous will cue the vigilance system, heighten 
prevention focus, and thus prompt situation specific sensitivity to the possibility of unfair 
treatment. Following a self-regulatory focus model, when the potential for unfair treatment 
is primed it triggers prevention-focused self-regulation. Prevention-focus self-regulation 
should prompt scanning for unfair situations and cue avoiding or extricating oneself from 






















prevention focused safety concerns should prompt protecting oneself by confronting the 
instigator of unfair treatment. Subtle situational cues that turn on prevention-focused self-
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